Ollie’s Bath,me Wiggly Bags
The bath(me wiggly bags are a waterproof bag made of ripstop fabric designed to hold the
lines for your child’s hickman or accessed port out of the water so they can enjoy bath (me.
If you have any queries or need another bag please email bath(mewigglybags@gmail.com
or contact me via the Facebook group Ollie’s bath(me wiggly bags. These bags were
designed by myself and my aunt when Ollie was having treatment as he suddenly went from
loving bath (me to ha(ng it. With these bags he could relax again and enjoy bath (me.
This charity has been set up in his memory. They are made and sent by a team of friends
and family with love and we hope it helps make bath (me more fun for you.
The bag was designed to be worn on the back and the wigglies to go under the arm and into
the bag. The poppers then hold the wigglies in the bag upside down. As modelled by Ollie
here:

The bag sits over the shoulder blade of the side the wiggly is on.
Some(mes if the hickman or port has been placed more centrally on the chest the lines
won’t be long enough to stretch behind the back. In this case you can use the bag on the
front (s(ll aHach it using the strap in a satchel like over the shoulder as that keeps it in place
beHer). If the bag is on the front, posi(on it as high as possible so that water doesn’t get in
when they lean forward.
You have been sent a bag with a popper sewn onto the upper corner of the bag and the
other side to the popper clipped into it so that once you have decided on the right length of
strap needed for your child, you can sew on the popper to the strap at the length that suits
best.
SOME SAFETY BITS
It is important to posi(on the bag as high as possible so that water doesn’t enter the bag
and the ends of the line don’t get wet. If they get wet then clean the ends with the
disinfectant wipe from your line care kit and let them air dry.
AOer bath (me, hang the bag up so that it can properly dry. If you no(ce any mould or
damage to the bag then stop using it and ask us for another one.
Sorry you have to use these at all but I hope this bag makes your life a liHle easier.
Kind Regards,
Terri Lovis

